GPs at the Deep End / GU GP Society Symposium
Saturday 7th October 2017

Summary of evaluation
Total attendees = 63
Returned evaluation forms =59 (94%)
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Q1. Overall impression - I enjoyed being part of this event
Agree = 16 (27%)
Strongly agree = 43 (73%)
Q2. Quality - The presentations were useful and interesting
Agree = 21 (36%)
Strongly agree = 38 (64%)
Q3. Learning - Today’s event was helpful for my future career planning
Neutral = 4 (7%)
Agree = 22 (37%)
Strongly agree = 33
Q4. Impact - Today made me want to work in General Practice
Neutral = 13 (22%)
Agree = 28 (47%)
Strongly agree = 18 (31%)
Q5. Inspire - Today inspired me to work with deprived communities
Neutral = 4 (7%)
Agree = 13 (22%)
Strongly agree = 42 (71%)
Q6. Expectations - Today’s learning met my learning objectives
Neutral = 5 (8%)
Agree = 25 (42%)
Strongly agree = 29 (49%)

What went well?
Well organised. Presenters were engaging and good variety of topics
Didn’t come with any expectations, so pleasantly surprised. Content from speakers was
good. However, some information dense/heavy slides
Loved patient stories
Solid varied programme - balance of research/experience
I admired and was inspired by the passion that the speakers displayed. Interesting insight
regarding adverse childhood events, mental health and alcohol/drugs
Good balance of facts and inspiring talks
A wide variety of topics covered. It was interesting and amazing to see how much the GPs
enjoy their work. Really good ways of looking at the benefits of GP practice that I had not
thought of before. Especially the benefits of working in deprived practices.
Petra's presentation was really interesting
Informative, short talks from multiple speakers provided a good breadth of information. The
presentations being put online allowed more engagement with presentations.
nice mix of short talks
Inspiring talks and good advice on how to get involved in med school
My first time hearing about the work of Deep End GPs was useful
Thought provoking. Great spread of presentations.
Variety, informative, good orators.
A good variety of speakers
Particularly enjoyed 'a day in the life of the deep end GP'
I liked the venue and it helped to give the event a nice atmosphere. Good length of
presentations "short and snappy" - the specific cases were really interesting - thanks.
The shorter 20minute talks were good and manageable - kept interest for longer
Really interesting talks with lots of different perspectives
Student engagement and speakers encouraging that. Format worked well, combined Q&A at
end
Particularly enjoyed Deep End Pioneer talks and Stewart Mercer's
Speakers and presentation were great - very inspiring! Especially enjoyed the Pioneer Fellows
- very relevant
V. interesting. V. relevant and eye opening
Engaging speakers with clear presentations. All interesting!
Interesting talks, good time frame (not too long/short)
Would definitely recommend. Presentations were incredibly useful and interesting. Speakers
were inspiring
It was very interesting
The length and variety of talks was really good - kept us engaged. Good as gave us an insight
into research
Engaging and passionate speakers!
Interesting range of topics and great engaging speakers
Speakers were so enthusiastic and gave v. interesting talks. Enjoyed open, relaxed
environment for us
The speakers were all v. enthusiastic & spoke about v. relevant topics, specifically to Glasgow
I'm a research scientist (chemistry) but I found this field really interesting
Interesting presentations and passionate speakers. Great scope of topics.
Good variety of speakers. Fair time for each speaker

Very varied speakers
The speakers were fun and engaging. Learnt a lot more about various GP career
opportunities in Glasgow/WoS. The speakers all had different interests, which showed how
GP careers can suit all. They did a good job of conveying how deprived communities really
need more funding and interested GPs
Really useful to know what's going on in this area and new research/schemes
Good length of talks - engaging but still in depth. Good balance of theoretical and clinical
talks, as well as 'inspiration'
Loved hearing about the advocacy work and opportunities
Useful and relevant presentations at an appropriate level. Useful to hear from people in
different stages of career and routes into this
Free text comments
Great to have further insight into the world of GP, but too early to make decision re: career. I
have always been interested in public health and reducing inequalities. Today made me
spring into action.
I hadn't considered GP work seriously before today
V. useful for thinking about training programmes. Although considering GP this has really
brought it to the forefront of my mind. Very inspiring
Definitely made me want to work in GP more than before - enjoyed talk by male GP from
Possilpark surgery - interesting career direction change. Thought provoking - helped highlight
many rewards associated with working with deprived communities
Not enough exposure to other specialties to decide yet. 'Being able to provide help to where
it is needed most' really opened my mind to working with deprived communities
The slides re structure of GP training and personal stories from Pioneer students was helpful.
Yes, today has introduced the idea of deprivation as niche GP work. It's made clear the
difference that can be made and the work that needs done in these communities
Interesting to hear about Pioneer scheme. In a competitive specialist-driven world of
placements it was refreshing to hear about the importance of Deep End GPs.
Will definitely give GP more thought, and would be inspired to work with deprived
communities if I chose GP
More data presentation would be good with a clearer result that can offer a solution/next
step would be helpful
Would really like to complete my year 3 elective in a deep end practice
I have a much greater understanding of the work of Deep End GPs. I really like the slide about
all the different roles of a GP - 'detective', 'shoulder'. Definitely inspired to work with
deprived communities. It would have been interesting to hear about how to avoid 'burnout'
Really good to hear talks from trainees too, would be useful to hear about the more practical
aspects of applications for fellowships, etc, too.
Very varied presentations, 20mins good to maintain interest, although only allowed intros to
topics - I want to hear more! So much more to general practice, was great to hear how much
potential for policy/public health GPs can have also. Already wanted to be a GP!
It's made me consider GP more
Still not sure if GP is for more but I feel a lot more informed! Definitely inspired to work with
deprived communities!
Still early to decide (on career) but this event has definitely influenced my choice. It is
incredible to think of the massive impact one person can have whilst keeping the patient's

life in mind, unlike for example surgery
Very rewarding picture of working in deprived communities
It made me think more about the Pioneer scheme and FY GP jobs. I was thinking about GP
already, but still I am not sure
Good realistic representation of GP, esp vs specialists. Really highlighted the life course
approach and the roles GPs play in overall health. The Deep End GPs passion for their
community is very inspiring
Many examples of med school ways to get involved that would be useful for future
applications. I would say yes (want to work in GP) but I appreciate I have a long time to go…
I'd really like to work in deprived communities and today reinforced why it is important
New insight into deprived communities
All speakers were interesting and engaging
Some slides too wordy but overall good. Helpful diagram in final talk
Made me want to work in GP - highlighted research & service change opportunities that exist
Was good to have included parts about under and postgraduate opportunities. The range of
presentations and presenters gave a divers and realistic image of what working in Deep End
and in GP would be like
Torn between GP and public health but this event has swayed me more to GP
Encouraged to hear of effective interventions in deprived communities and impact GPs have
How could it be improved?
I came with no learning objectives but learnt more about how I can help
Bit more about day-to-day role of a GP to know exactly how demanding it is?
Maybe the chance to see a patient whose life has been changed thanks to health care quality
small group discussions
Timekeeping
Better advertisement of event.
A patient's experience fed back through one of the speakers that's been directly helped by
interventions
Didn't come with specific objectives
Lectures felt a bit short; some more depth and discussion would have been better. A bit more
information on how to get involved. Deeper insight into what goes on at the Deep End and
the long-term objectives
I would have enjoyed having one real life case explained in more detail - outcome of referrals,
what happened in each consultation, etc.
Opportunities for student presentation
Thank you to all involved!
More embedded within medical curriculum
Great event; would be brilliant to see some more stuff about the Deep End/inequities make it
into med school curriculum!
Deep End GP Day in the Life could have been formatted more interactively
More time for questions
Perhaps include student perspective
Would have been good to have one or two more talks about specific health issues seen in this
population, e.g. trauma and mental health
Use of workshops/small group learning

